DIRECTIONS TO OUR B&B VIGNOLA - LEVANTO (SP), LIGURIA

Coming either from the North (Genova) or from the South (La Spezia), you exit the Autostrada
at CARRODANO. From La Spezia it is about a 40min drive; from the “Christoforo Colombo
Airport” in Genova, about 45min.
From Genova, before getting to Levanto, direction LIVORNO, you pass the following cities:
Nervi, Recco, Camogli, Rapallo, Santa Margherita, Chiavari, Sestri Levante, Moneglia, Deiva
Marina, Framura, Bonassola and finally, Levanto and you exit the Autostrada just after KM 69
(which means that your are 69KM from Genova), through a tunnel. Slow down, because you
have to leave the Autostrada immediately after that tunnel!
You pay the Autostrada toll at the automatic booth with your creditcard, or cash (Euro). It
takes about 15 to 20 minutes from there to Levanto center (13KM). Follow the road down, first
you pass under a viaduct of the Autostrada, then a couple of kilometers you go through a
white tunnel and about 150 meters afterwards on your right hand side you can already see
Levanto all the way down at the sea. You pass the Montale village (on your left hand side) and
after a couple of hairpins you arrive at a roundabout. In front of you a small factory by the
name of COLOMBO & Flli. To the right you go to Levanto centre, but...you make a left towards
LE GHIARE and follow that road all the way. From the roundabout the B&B Vignola is less than
2KM’s.
Take a look at the maps on the next pages:
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The first roundabout is the red dot on the map in the middle. There is where you make a left
coming from the Autostrada. It’s as simple as that!

Satellite picture starting at Le Ghiare. Latitude & Longitude indications of B&B Vignola.

Have a safe trip and a wonderful vacation!
Gianni: (+39) 347-874.7234 – B&B VIGNOLA: 0187-800.585 Please print these pages and take them with you on your trip!
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MAP OF LEVANTO
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